Volunteers from all walks of life are
greatly needed; in exchange you will
be provided with some of the most
rewarding and heartfelt moments of
your life. Volunteer opportunities are
available in many parts of Nepal, in
both rural and urban areas. We offer a
wide variety of programs to suit your
talents and interests. We will work
with you to design a unique program
that meets your goals. Options for
volunteers include:
 Teaching at a school
 Assisting at an orphanage
 Improving community health &
increasing environmental awareness
 Working with local human rights &
poverty eradication organizations
 Planting & harvesting in villages
 Assisting in rural medical centers
 Tutoring and coaching in after school
programs
 Engaging in cultural exchange
 Creating custom research or service
projects

Volunteer Nepal extends an
invitation to those approaching or
in retirement to join us and share
their skills, experience, time and
energy. From our centrally
located Volunteer House in
Dhapasi (only a five-minute walk
from our children’s homes), to a
typical rural homestay, to a guest
house in Kathmandu, we are
more than happy to arrange
memorable and comfortable
experiences for these volunteers.

Volunteer Nepal strives to
nurture a meaningful
relationship between Nepali
people and volunteers who
seek a heartfelt, life-changing
experience. We are
dedicated to arranging for
volunteers to be immersed in
the Nepali culture. Through
our careful placement into
family homes, volunteers
share in the daily life of the
average Nepali while working
in the community. We have
found that the experience is
life-altering and affirming for
both the Nepali people and
the volunteers.

“Taking care of the next
generation is a burden
we must share,
regardless of the
passports we hold. I am
involved in several social
and community projects
across my country, but it
was important for me to
dosomething
do something
in a
do
in a global
global
context.”
–Former
context.”
- Former
Volunteer
Volunteer

Nepal Orphans Home (NOH), established in
2005, is a charitable organization
administered in North Carolina, which
operates five children’s homes for more
than 130 boys and girls in Dhapasi,
Kathmandu. Our children are either orphans
or are from families that are too poor to
provide for them. Due to generally
oppressive social conditions for women,
most of our children are girls, many
of whom have been rescued from bonded
servitude or abuse. NOH also supports a
village school, serving mostly Dalit
(untouchable) children, in the Ramechhap
district and a small school for
underprivileged Sherpa children in
northeastern Nepal. Volunteer Nepal
provides significant financial support for
NOH operations.

Volunteer fees are used to pay for the
following expenses: support staff in the
Volunteer House, transportation to and
from the airport, accommodations during
orientation, language and cultural classes,
trips to heritage sites during orientation,
host families or other accommodations
during time at placements, all meals
(traditional Nepali food), and transportation
to and from placements, usually in the
company of a staff member. The remaining
revenue from volunteer fees supports the
operations of Nepal Orphans Home. For
more information about program fees and
additional expenses, please go to:

